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When constructing viruses that have desired hybrid phenotypes, anticipated difficulties include the nonviability of many,
possibly most, of the hybrid genomes that can be constructed by incorporation of DNA fragments. Therefore, many different
hybrid genomes may have to be constructed in order to find one that is viable. To perform this combinatorial work in a
single experiment, we have used bacteriophage T7-infected cell extracts to transfer DNA in vitro. In an extract, we have
incubated T7 DNA, together with DNA obtained by polymerase chain reaction (PCR) amplification of the gene (gene 17) for
the tail fiber of the T7-related bacteriophage, T3. After in vitro packaging of DNA in the extract, hybrid progeny bacteriophage
were detected by probing with a T3-specific oligonucleotide; hybrids are found at a frequency of 0.1%. By determination of
the nucleotide sequence of the entire gene 17 of 14 independently isolated hybrids, both right and left ends of the PCR
fragment are found to be truncated in all hybrids. For all 14 hybrids, the right end is in the same location; the left end is
found at 3 different locations. The nonrandom location of the ends is explained by selection among different inserts for
viability; that is, most of the hybrid genomes are nonviable. Some hybrids acquire from T3 the desirable phenotype of
nonadherence to agarose gels during agarose gel electrophoresis. q 1997 Academic Press

INTRODUCTION T7 DNA, together with a fragment of DNA from the T7-
related bacteriophage, T3. After successful use of the

To transfer a phenotype from a donor to a recipient
procedure, analysis of several hybrids was performed to

organism while minimally changing the recipient, a DNA
determine whether the transfer had the characteristics

fragment from the donor organism is inserted in the ge-
expected of a process that had produced (undetected)

nome of the recipient. Insertion can be accomplished
nonviable genomes, in addition to the viable genomes

by either in vitro cleavage and rejoining (reviewed in
detected.

Sambrook et al., 1989; Alberts et al., 1994) or in vivo
recombination (Rubinstein et al., 1993; Sands et al., 1994;

MATERIALS AND METHODSDegryse et al., 1995). However, not all hybrid genomes
will yield a viable hybrid organism. For example, deleteri-

Bacteriophages and bacteria
ous nucleotide sequences may be transferred; the iden-
tity of these nucleotide sequences may not be known in Bacteriophages T3 (Hausmann strain) and T7 amber
advance. In vivo recombination can help solve this prob- mutant in gene 17 (T717 ; mutant 8) were received from
lem by truncating a transferring DNA fragment, thereby Dr. F. W. Studier (Studier, 1969, 1979). Double mutants
possibly removing deleterious nucleotide sequences. In used for making DNA packaging extracts were con-
the case of bacteriophages, the use of in vivo recombina- structed by use of both standard genetic crosses and
tion appears not to be optimal, because in vivo recombi- the single amber mutants of Studier (1969); some of the
nation of uncloned DNA fragments would be made diffi- double mutants have been previously used (Son et al.,
cult by the requirement for the fragment to cross both 1988). Double mutants will be labeled by the number
the membranes and the cell wall of a bacteriophage- (Studier and Dunn, 1983) of the mutant genes; for exam-
infected cell. In the case of bacteriophage T7, use of an ple, a bacteriophage with an amber mutation in both
in vitro analogue to in vivo recombination is an alternative gene 4 and gene 9 will be called T74,9 . Escherichia coli
suggested by the observation that (1) T7-infected cells 011* was the permissive host for amber mutants; E. coli
can be made to package DNA in vitro with efficiency BB/1 was both the nonpermissive host for amber mutants
over 20% (Son et al., 1988), and (2) related extracts are and the host for wild-type bacteriophages T3 and T7.
recombinogenic (Roeder and Sadowski, 1979; Masker, For the preparation of purified bacteriophages, aerated
1992). Thus, in the present study, attempts were made cultures were infected in 2 1 LB medium (20 g tryptone,
to construct hybrid T7 genomes by incubation of mature 10 g yeast extract, 5 g NaCl) at 307. Bacteriophage parti-

cles were purified from either one or six liter lysates,
by use of both centrifugation in a cesium chloride step1 To whom reprint requests should be addressed. Fax: (210) 567-

6595. E-mail: serwer@uthscsa.edu. gradient and buoyant density centrifugation in a cesium
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410 KHAN ET AL.

chloride density gradient, followed by dialysis against at 57 { 0.57, by use of the following oligonucleotide that
had been 32P-labeled by use of polynucleotide kinasestorage buffer: 0.2 M NaCl, 0.01 M Tris–Cl, pH 7.4, 0.001

M MgCl2 . DNA was obtained from purified bacteriophage (Son et al., 1993): 5*-TCAGGCAGTTGTAGCCACTGAT-3*.
If the first nucleotide in the initiation codon of T3 geneparticles by extraction with phenol (Serwer et al., 1983).

To determine the concentration of bacteriophage prepa- 17 is called number 1, then this oligonucleotide probe
is complementary to nucleotides 1305–1326 on the 5*rations, OD260 was measured (Bancroft and Freifelder,

1970). left-oriented strand of Dunn and Studier (1983). After
probing, the nitrocellulose filter was subjected to auto-

Polymerase chain reaction radiography.

To amplify T3 gene 17, the polymerase chain reaction
Agarose gel electrophoresis of intact bacteriophage(PCR)2 was used. PCR was performed by use of both
particlesstandard procedures (PCR core reagent kit from Perkin –

Elmer Cetus Instruments, Norwalk, CT) and the following
To perform analytical one-dimensional nondenaturingprimers: 5*-AGAGGCGAAATAATCTTCTCCC-3* and 5*-

gel electrophoresis, samples were prepared by dilutingCCTTTGATGCTTATTACACGTCC-3*. Thirty-five of the fol-
bacteriophage particles suspended in storage buffer (13lowing cycles were used during PCR: 967 for 60 sec; 647
ml) with a solution of 6% sucrose, 400 mg/ml bromophenolfor 60 sec; 707 for 300 sec. The primers bracket a 1.687-
blue (12 ml). One-dimensional electrophoresis was per-kb region that extends both 55 nucleotides to the left of
formed through submerged, horizontal gels made ofthe initiation codon of T3 gene 17 and 13 nucleotides to
Seakem LE agarose (FMC Bioproducts, Rockland, ME).the right of the termination codon of T3 gene 17.
Gels were cast in Tris/Mg electrophoresis buffer: 0.09 M
Tris–acetate, pH 8.4, 0.001 M MgCl2 . After casting of aProduction of hybrid bacteriophages
gel at room temperature (22 { 37C), a diluted sample

To insert portions of T3 gene 17 in the gene 17 of a was layered in a sample well; electrophoresis was per-
complete T7 genome, the following were incubated at formed at 2 V/cm, room temperature, for the time indi-
307 for 90 min in an extract of T7-infected cells (20 ml): cated in the figure legends.
DNA from T717 (2 ml of 580 mg/ml) and the T3 gene 17 To determine electrophoretic mobility (m) as a function
PCR fragment (2 ml of 240 mg/ml). When indicated, either of gel concentration, nine gels of different concentrations
the PCR fragment or the T7 DNA was completely di- (running gels) were embedded within a single frame of
gested with restriction endonuclease AlwI, an enzyme Seakem LE agarose in Tris/Mg electrophoresis buffer
that produces DNA fragments that have a single base (the procedure is described in Serwer, 1980); electropho-
5* extension. The AlwI digestion was performed by the resis of a sample was performed simultaneously through
procedure recommended by the manufacturer (New En- all nine running gels at 2 V/cm. The temperature was
gland Biolabs, Beverly, MA). The extract used was a controlled{0.57 at 237 by use of two Peltier cells (Serwer
mixed extract that consisted of two different extracts and Dunn, 1990). The use of embedded gels minimizes
(equal volumes), each prepared by the procedure of Son differences in both electrical potential gradient and tem-
et al. (1988). The following mixed extracts were used (a perature among the gels used to determine m as a func-
mixed extract is identified by the infecting bacterio- tion of gel concentration.
phages used to prepare each of the component extracts): To determine whether particles were adhering to the
(1) T74,9 / T75,19 , or (2) T74,9 / T75,17 . The mixture used gel during nondenaturing gel electrophoresis, a first-di-
is identified in Table 1. Because the above incubation in mensional electrophoresis was followed by a second-
a mixed extract both incorporates a DNA fragment into dimensional electrophoresis performed by use of the
a mature genome and packages the hybrid genome to same conditions for both dimensions (1.5% Seakem LE
form an infective bacteriophage in vitro, the processes agarose in Tris/Mg electrophoresis buffer; 23 { 37, 2
involved will be collectively called in vitro recombination – V/cm). If and usually only if adherence is absent, the gel
packaging. profile has all particles on a straight line that passes

After in vitro recombination–packaging, images of through the origin of electrophoresis (Serwer et al., 1986).
plaques formed by progeny bacteriophages were re- After either one- or two-dimensional nondenaturing gel
corded by video capture (Griess et al., 1995) of light scat- electrophoresis, bacteriophages were detected by stain-
tering. To identify hybrid bacteriophage plaques, the con- ing with both the DNA-specific stain, ethidium, and the
tents of plaques were transferred to a nitrocellulose filter. protein-specific stain, Coomassie blue (Serwer et al.,
The filter was probed at 53 { 0.57; the filter was washed 1986).

When determined during gel electrophoresis, values of
m depend primarily on two characteristics of a spherical2 Abbreviations used: PCR, polymerase chain reaction; m, electropho-
particle that does not adhere to the gel: (1) the averageretic mobility; m*0 , m extrapolated to a gel concentration of 0; m0 , m*0

corrected for electro-osmosis; SDS, sodium dodecyl sulfate. electrical surface charge density, a characteristic propor-
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411PCR-DIRECTED FORMATION OF VIRAL HYBRIDS IN VITRO

TABLE 1

Characterization of Hybrids

Name of bacteriophagea Extract, DNA used for isolationb 0mo
c (cm2/V.S 1 1004) { 0.1

A1 Hybrid 1: T74,9 / T75,19 0.64
No digestion 0.57

A1 Hybrid 9: T74,9 / T75,17

AlwI (T3 PCR)
A1 Hybrid 1: T74,9 / T75,17

AlwI (T717)
A2 Hybrid 1: T74,9 / T75,17 0.55d

AlwI (T3 PCR)
B1 Hybrid 1: T74,9 / T75,17

AlwI (T3 PCR)
B2 Hybrid 1: T74,9 / T75,17

AlwI (T3 PCR / T717)
T3 — 0.92

a Class A hybrids formed bands during nondenaturing electrophoresis through a gel formed by underivatized (Seakem LE) agarose; class B
hybrids formed a broad zone, like that of wild-type T7, during the same analysis. The numbers indicate the order of isolation. The plaques of B
hybrids did not differ in size from the plaques of wild-type T7; the plaques of both the A1 hybrid (legend to Fig. 1) and the A2 hybrid were slightly
larger.

b The number of independent isolations is indicated for each mutant; after this number, the extract used for in vitro recombination–packaging is
indicated (Materials and Methods); finally, the DNAs are indicated that were AlwI-digested.

c Determined from a plot of m vs gel concentration, according to procedures described under Materials and Methods. The A1 hybrid has two
mo’s, one for each band.

d Even though it is smaller than the experimental error for determining mo , the difference in mo between the A2 hybrid and both A1 hybrid particles
has been confirmed by co-electrophoresis in uniform-concentration slab gels (see Fig. 4).

tional to m that is both extrapolated to a gel concentration sis, the particles were eluted from the gel by diffusion,
before analysis.of 0 (m*0) and corrected for electro-osmosis (m0 ; Serwer,

1983) and (2) the radius (or effective radius, if a particle’s
shape is not precisely spherical; Shaw, 1969; Serwer and Restriction endonuclease analysis
Pichler, 1978). The slope of a semilogarithmic m vs gel

By use of conditions recommended by the manufac-concentration plot increases in magnitude as the effec-
turer (New England Biolabs), the purified DNA of bacte-tive radius of a particle increases (reviewed in Tietz,
riophages was digested by one of the following restric-1987). The radius of both T7 and T3 wild-type bacterio-
tion endonucleases: HpaI, SspI, SfiI, MscI, and BglI. Thephages is 30.1 nm (Stroud et al., 1981; Serwer et al.,
digested DNA (100 ng in 20 ml) was added to the follow-1983).
ing solution (10 ml): 0.003 M sodium EDTA, pH 7.4, 20%To perform preparative agarose gel electrophoresis of
sucrose, 800 mg/ml bromphenol blue. This mixture wasbacteriophage particles, one-dimensional electrophore-
layered in the sample well of a horizontal submergedsis was performed through a 0.9% Seakem LE agarose
agarose slab gel, cast in Tris/EDTA electrophoresisgel cast in electrophoresis buffer; electrophoresis was
buffer: 0.09 M Tris–acetate, pH 8.4, 0.001 M EDTA. Elec-performed at 2 V/cm, room temperature, for 24 hr. Parti-
trophoresis was performed at room temperature; thecles were detected by visual observation of light scatter-
time, electrical potential gradient, and gel concentrationing; the amount of sample was 140 mg. After preparative
are indicated in figure legends.electrophoresis, fractions were collected by excising

pieces of gel from the regions indicated in the text.
Determination of nucleotide and amino acid
sequencesSodium dodecyl sulfate–polyacrylamide gel

electrophoresis
Nucleotide sequences were determined by use of cy-

cle sequencing (Murray, 1989; Carothers et al., 1989)Sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS)–polyacrylamide gel
electrophoresis was performed by use of procedures de- with Vent(exo0) DNA polymerase, used according to the

instructions of the manufacturer (New England Biolabs)scribed in Studier (1973). A 12.5% polyacrylamide gel was
used. Staining was performed by use of either Coomas- with 5*-33P-end-labeled primers. To reduce compression

of sequencing ladders, 7-deaza-dGTP was used, insteadsie blue (Serwer et al., 1983) or silver (Wray et al., 1981).
When analysis was performed of particles in a piece of of dGTP. Amino acid sequences were determined by the

use of both the nucleotide sequence and the standardagarose gel from a preparative agarose gel electrophore-
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genetic code. On either side of an insertion point of T3
DNA in T7 DNA, both DNA strands were sequenced.
When compared to the T3 gene 17 nucleotide sequence
that was previously obtained (Yamada et al., 1986) for
the Luria T3 strain (T3 strains are reviewed in Studier,
1979), the sequence obtained here with the Hausmann
T3 strain (Fig. 3a) differs at 44 positions. Of these differ-
ences, 16 were part of two-member palindromes; the T3
sequence at these palindromes was determined twice
on each strand. The sequence of T717 agreed with the
published (Dunn and Studier, 1983) sequence of wild-
type T7, except at the position of the amber codon; the
position of the amber codon is indicated under Results.
All sequences reported here were obtained in the pres-
ent study.

RESULTS

Construction of hybrids

In vitro recombination–packaging was used to con-
struct a viable T7 genome that had incorporated a frag-
ment of T3 DNA. The T3 fragment was a PCR fragment
that encompassed the T3 (and T7) gene that encodes
the tail fiber (gene 17; Dunn and Studier, 1983). This
PCR fragment had the capacity of transferring to T7 the
following desired tail fiber-associated phenotype of T3:
nonadherence to agarose gels during agarose gel elec-
trophoresis. Tail fiber-dependent adherence to agarose
gels causes undesirable spreading of gel electrophoretic
bands of intact (infective) T7, but not T3 (Serwer and
Hayes, 1982; Serwer et al., 1983). To increase the proba-
bility that the observed progeny of the in vitro reaction
have incorporated the T3 PCR fragment, the mature- FIG. 1. Production of a hybrid bacteriophage. After incubation of both
length T7 DNA was obtained from T717 ; progeny were the T3 PCR fragment and intact T717 DNA together in a T74,9 / T75,19

extract, plaques formed by the progeny of the in vitro recombination–plated on a host nonpermissive for amber mutants. After
packaging were both transferred and probed. Light scattering in shownplating either T3 (Fig. 1a), T7 (Fig. 1b), or the progeny of
from plaques formed by the following: (a) bacteriophage T3, (b) bacte-the in vitro reaction (Fig. 1c), plaques were first trans- riophage T7, and (c) the progeny of in vitro recombination–packaging.

ferred to a nitrocellulose filter and then probed with a 32P- After probing, autoradiography of the nitrocellulose filter is shown for
labeled oligonucleotide 22-mer (Materials and Methods) the following: (d) T3, (e) T7 and (f) progeny of in vitro recombination–

packaging. As seen qualitatively, side-by-side quantitative comparisonthat was completely homologous to a sequence within
(diameters of 150 plaques measured) revealed that T3 plaques wereT3 gene 17, but had a two base pair mismatch with
larger by a factor of 1.37 { 0.12 than T7 plaques; the hybrid plaquesthe corresponding sequence of bacteriophage T7. This were larger by a smaller factor, 1.18 { 0.11. Because the hybrid is

probe produced a signal from T3 plaques (Fig. 1d) that shown to undergo less binding than T7 to agarose, the slightly larger
was higher than the signal from T7 plaques (Fig. 1e). plaque size of the hybrid is explained by reduced binding to agar during

formation of a plaque. Agarose is a subfraction of agar (reviewed inQuantification, by use of a phosphorimager, revealed the
Serwer, 1983). The comparatively large size of the T3 plaques appearsratio of the two signals to be 20 { 3. Of the plaques
to be only partially explained by reduced binding to agar.formed by progeny of the in vitro extract, most yielded

a T7-like signal after probing. However, some plaques
yielded a higher, T3-like signal (Fig. 1f; a plaque with In an attempt to both increase the efficiency of transfer

and force variability in the hybrid isolated, in vitro transfera T3-like signal is indicated by an arrow). When four
independent experiments were performed, each produc- was also attempted after cutting either the T3 PCR frag-

ment or the mature T7 DNA with restriction endonucleaseing 1500 randomly screened plaques, the number of
plaques with a T3-like signal was 1;2;2;1. Based on its AlwI, an enzyme that cuts only in gene 17 (for both T3

and T7, the cleavage sites are indicated by arrowheadsnondenaturing gel electrophoretic phenotype described
below, the hybrid isolated in Fig. 1 will be called a class in Fig. 3). When the donor T3 PCR fragment was AlwI-

digested before in vitro recombination–packaging, theA hybrid.
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restriction endonucleases that cleave in T7 gene 17,
SspI, SfiI, MscI, and BglI. For all of these latter restriction
endonucleases, a band present in the digest of T7 DNA
was absent from the digest of the hybrid DNA (appro-
priate lanes under enzymes indicated in Fig. 2b). As
found for the hybrid analyzed in Fig. 2, for each of the
other hybrids isolated (hybrids are listed in Table 1), the
HpaI pattern was that of T7. Cleavage in gene 17 by the
other restriction endonucleases occurred if and only if
the DNA sequence presented below had the known rec-
ognition sequence for the restriction endonuclease (data
not shown). Thus, all of the hybrid genomes have a nucle-
otide sequence that is T7, except for an alteration, pre-
sumably an insertion of T3 DNA, in T7 gene 17.

To determine whether a hybrid genome had a T3 insert
in T7 gene 17, the nucleotide sequence of gene 17 was
determined. Although most nucleotides in T7 gene 17
(Dunn and Studier, 1983) are the same as their counter-
parts in T3 gene 17 (Yamada et al., 1986), some are
different. These nonidentical nucleotides serve as mark-
ers for the region of the hybrid genome derived from T3.
If the hybrid has the T3 version of a nucleotide in a
position of nonidentical nucleotides, then the nucleotide
at this position is called T3-specific; if the hybrid has the
T7 version, then the nucleotide at this position is calledFIG. 2. Restriction endonuclease analysis of a hybrid bacteriophage.
T7-specific. A region that has several T3-specific nucleo-Restriction endonuclease digests (the restriction endonuclease is indi-

cated above each lane) were analyzed by agarose gel electrophoresis tides, but no T7-specific nucleotides, will be called a T3
for T7, T3 (indicated above a lane), or the hybrid isolated in Fig. 1 block; a T7 block is similarly defined. All nucleotides of
(indicated by T7-T3 above the corresponding lanes). The conditions of

a T3 block are assumed to have been transferred to theelectrophoresis were (a) 1.2% agarose, 1.0 V/cm, 20 hr, and (b) 0.7%
hybrid via the PCR fragment, even though most of theseagarose, 0.7 V/cm, 22 hr. The arrow indicates the direction of electro-
nucleotides are the same for T7 as they are for T3. Byphoresis; the arrowheads indicate the origins of electrophoresis. (c) A

map of restriction endonuclease cleavage sites in wild-type T7 DNA. use of this convention, the only ambiguous region is the
string of nucleotides between a T7-specific nucleotide
from one block and a T3-specific nucleotide from a neigh-

efficiency of hybrid formation was 0.7%, the highest effi- boring block. The source of this string of nucleotides
ciency that has yet been observed. Although a hybrid (T3 PCR fragment or T7 genome) cannot be determined,
was observed when the recipient T717 DNA was AlwI- thereby limiting resolution in the determination of the
digested, the frequency was low enough to be difficult position of crossover.
to measure (õ0.1%). A single hybrid was isolated when For comparison with the nucleotide sequence of hy-
both the T7 genome and the T3 PCR fragment were di- brids, the nucleotide sequence of the gene 17 of both
gested with AlwI. For further studies, hybrids were sub- T717 and T3 was determined. In the top row of Fig. 3a,
jected to two successive clonal isolations; the hybrid the nucleotide sequence of T717 gene 17 is presented.
bacteriophage particles were purified. In the second row, the nucleotide sequence of T3 gene

17 is presented, but only at positions for which the T3The genotype of hybrids
nucleotide differs from the corresponding T7 nucleotide
(i.e., the T3-specific nucleotides are presented). Presum-To determine whether hybrid genomes had, as ex-

pected, primarily a T7 nucleotide sequence, DNA from a ably because of strain differences, the T3 nucleotide se-
quence differs slightly from the sequence reported inpurified hybrid bacteriophage was digested with restric-

tion endonuclease HpaI. This enzyme cleaves T7 DNA Yamada et al. (1986) (see Materials and Methods). If a
T3 nucleotide does not have a T7 counterpart, a dashat 18 sites, only one of which is in gene 17 (Rosenberg

et al., 1979). For the HpaI fragments of the hybrid of Fig. replaces a letter in the T7 sequence; if a T7 nucleotide
does not have a T3 counterpart, a dash is placed above1, agarose gel electrophoresis revealed a pattern (T7-T3

lane in Fig. 2a) that was indistinguishable from the pat- the T7 nucleotide. The numbering system used for all
DNAs places position 1 at the first nucleotide of thetern for T7 (T7 lane in Fig. 2a); the HpaI pattern for T3

(T3 lane in Fig. 2a) was different from the HpaI pattern initiation codon of gene 17 (position 34,623 in the nucleo-
tide sequence of Dunn and Studier, 1983). The directionfor T7. This analysis was repeated by use of four other
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414 KHAN ET AL.

FIG. 3. The nucleotide and amino acid sequences. (a) In the first line, for T717 , the complete nucleotide sequence of gene 17 is shown; in the
second line, a T3 nucleotide is shown if it differs from the corresponding T717 nucleotide; in subsequent lines, a hybrid nucleotide is shown if it
differs from the corresponding T717 nucleotide (the hybrid name is indicated at the right). The complete gene 17 of all bacteriophages indicated at
the right was sequenced here. The position of the amber mutation in T717 DNA is indicated by an asterisk; T7 blocks for the A1 and A2 hybrids
are indicated by boldface letters in the T717 sequence. For each hybrid, the horizontal, dashed lines indicate the string of nucleotides between a
T3 block and a T7 block. The restriction endonuclease AlwI cleavage sites are indicated by an arrowhead for both T3 and T7 DNA.
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415PCR-DIRECTED FORMATION OF VIRAL HYBRIDS IN VITRO

of numbering is left to right in the genetic map (Studier
and Dunn, 1983); the sequence of the 5*-left oriented
strand is given.

In the third row of Fig. 3a, the nucleotide sequence of
the type A hybrid isolated in Fig. 1 (to be called the A1
hybrid) is presented, but only at positions for which the
hybrid nucleotide differs from the T7 nucleotide. For this
hybrid, inspection of Fig. 3a reveals that, with one excep-
tion, the nucleotides form the following three blocks: A
T7 block is at both ends of gene 17 (boldface letters in
the T7 sequence of Fig. 3a); a T3 block is inserted in
between the two T7 blocks. The nucleotides between the
T3 block and either T7 block are indicated by a horizontal FIG. 4. Nondenaturing agarose gel electrophoresis. Electrophoresis
dashed line in Fig. 3a. In gene 17 of the A1 hybrid, all non- was performed for 28 hr through a 1.2% gel. The bacteriophage is
T7 nucleotides are T3-specific nucleotides. Thus, during indicated at the top (A1 and A2 indicate hybrids described in Table 1).

The amount of bacteriophage was (in mg) (lane 1) 0.15, (lane 2) 0.45,insertion, the PCR fragment was apparently truncated at
(lane 3) 1.4. The arrow indicates the direction of electrophoresis; theboth ends and inserted, without additional changes in
arrowheads indicate the origins of electrophoresis.nucleotide sequence. The exception to the division of

the hybrid sequence into three blocks is at the position
of the amber mutation in gene 17 (position 307; asterisk nucleotide than it was for the type A hybrids. This new
in Fig. 3a). At position 307, the amber mutation was re- hybrid is placed in class B because of phenotypic charac-
verted by the presence of a T3-specific nucleotide (T r teristics to be described below. From an independent
C; thereby converting the amber codon to a codon for experiment in which both T717 DNA and the T3 PCR frag-
glutamine). However, this (and only this) one T3-specific ment had been AlwI-digested, a second class B hybrid
nucleotide was not part of the T3 block. This latter obser- (B2 hybrid in Fig. 3a and Table 1) was isolated. The B2
vation is explained by the assumption that, in addition to hybrid had an insert even shorter than the insert of the
insertion of a segment of the PCR fragment, a second B1 hybrid (left end at position 1268; Fig. 3a). Both the B1
event has occurred to change the nucleotide sequence and the B2 hybrids had independent mutations within a
of the T717 genome; this second event probably is rever- T7 block (indicated by letters in italics at positions 724
sion of the amber mutation. and 728); the B1 hybrid had an additional mutation at

In an attempt to obtain hybrids that had a different position 1260 (indicated in italics in Fig. 3a).
insert, a T3 PCR fragment (from an independent PCR) The nucleotide sequences of Fig. 3a were used to
was digested with restriction endonuclease AlwI before obtain the amino acid sequences of the protein product
in vitro recombination–packaging. However, the A1 hy- of gene 17 (p17) for each of the hybrids. These results
brid was again isolated. Nine of 11 independent isolates are shown in Fig. 3b. Because of a shorter C-terminal
yielded a hybrid that had a gene 17 nucleotide sequence region, the T7 p17 is four amino acids shorter than the
identical to that determined for the A1 hybrid in Fig. 3a. T3 p17. The mutational changes (i.e., those not explained
Because the T3 PCR fragment had been cleaved inter- by insertion of a T3 nucleotide sequence within T7 gene
nally to the A1 insert and the cleavage caused an in- 17) all produced changes in amino acid sequence, ex-
crease in recombination–packaging efficiency (see pre- cept for the change at position 1260 in the B2 hybrid
vious section), these results suggest that (1) the PCR (Fig. 3b).
fragment had been rejoined either before or during incor-
poration, and (2) selective pressure was exerted for this The nondenaturing gel electrophoretic phenotype of
rejoining. the hybrids

Of the remaining two hybrids isolated after AlwI diges-
tion of the T3 PCR fragment, the first (A2 hybrid) had To determine whether either the A1 or the A2 hybrid

bacteriophage had the T3 agarose gel-adherence pheno-the same collection of both T7-specific and T3-specific
nucleotides that were present in the A1 hybrid. However, type, nondenaturing agarose gel electrophoresis was

performed of intact particles of both a hybrid bacterio-a single nucleotide (G, indicated in italics at position 785
in Fig. 3a) was neither a T7-specific nor a T3-specific phage and each of the two parents, T7 and T3. After

electrophoresis through a 1.2% agarose gel cast in Tris/nucleotide. Apparently, an independent mutation was in-
troduced in the A2 hybrid. The second of the remaining Mg electrophoresis buffer, staining with the DNA-specific

stain, ethidium, revealed that bacteriophage T3 formedhybrids (B1 in Fig. 3a) had an insert with a right end
indistinguishable from the right end of the type A hybrids. a band whose position did not vary as the amount of T3

increased from 0.15 to 1.4 mg (lanes marked T3 in Fig.However, the leftmost T3-specific nucleotide was at posi-
tion 1152 (Fig. 3a), closer to the rightmost T3-specific 4). In contrast, bacteriophage T7 formed a broad zone
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when used at the same concentrations (lanes marked
T7 in Fig. 4). The hybrids did not form the broad zone
formed by T7; the A1 hybrid formed two distinguishable,
but partially overlapping, bands, both of which were
closer to the origin than the band formed by T3 (Fig. 4;
lanes marked A1). The A2 hybrid formed a band even
closer to the origin of electrophoresis (Fig. 4; lanes
marked A2). In Fig. 4, the band of the A2 hybrid is signifi-
cantly skewed to the origin-distal side. This skewing was
reproducible, suggesting the presence of at least a sec-
ond, unresolved band for the A2 hybrid. Because the
broadening of the zone occupied by T7 particles is
caused by adherence to the agarose gel (Serwer and
Hayes, 1982), the formation of bands by the A hybrids is
explained by the assumption that the gel-nonadherence
phenotype of T3 has been transferred to both the A1 and
the A2 hybrids. That no irreversible adherence occurred
for the A1 hybrid was confirmed by the following two-

FIG. 5. Quantitative analysis of m for the A1 hybrid. By use of proce-dimensional electrophoresis: electrophoresis in both di-
dures described under Materials and Methods (time of electrophoresis-mensions was the same (Materials and Methods). The
22 hr), m was determined as a function of gel concentration for both

mobility in the first dimension was identical to the mobil- bacteriophage T3 and the two electrophoretically distinguished parti-
ity in the second (data not shown). cles of the A1 hybrid (plots are labeled in the figure); all three particles

had been in a single mixture, so that only one set of running gels wasThe experiment of Fig. 4 was repeated for the B1 and
used. Semilogarithmic m vs gel concentration plots for all three particlesB2 hybrids. In contrast to the A1 and A2 hybrids, both
are presented.the B1 and the B2 hybrids yielded results indistinguish-

able from those obtained for bacteriophage T7 in Fig. 4
(data not shown). That is, the gel-nonadherence pheno- acid side chains either to or from the surface, not by a
type was not transferred to the class B hybrids. Thus, change in the total number of side chains that are electri-
the determinant(s) for the gel-nonadherence phenotype cally charged.
is between nucleotides 501 and 1125 (Fig. 3a).

To determine why A1 hybrid particles formed two Protein composition and infectivity of bacteriophage
bands during nondenaturing gel electrophoresis, m was particles
determined as a function of gel concentration for both
band-forming particles. When m was extrapolated to a The specific infectivity of the purified A1 hybrid bacte-

riophage was 0.34 { 0.08 plaque-forming units per bac-gel concentration of 0, the two band-forming A1 hybrid
particles were found to differ in m*0 and, therefore, m0 teriophage particle (11 independent preparations), not

significantly different from that for T7 (0.40); the A2, B1,(plots indicated by A1 in Fig. 5). Thus, these particles
also differ in average electrical surface charge density. and B2 hybrids were comparably infective. Nonetheless,

the absence from a hybrid was possible for some of theBecause the slopes of the two A1 plots in Fig. 5 do not
significantly differ, the effective radii of the two band- six p17-containing tail fibers shown (Steven et al., 1988)

to be on wild-type bacteriophage T7. To determineforming A1 hybrid particles are the same ({5%). Because
these two particles differ in m0 , but not in effective radius, whether the intact hybrid bacteriophages had the amount

of p17 present on either T7 or T3, the proteins of thesethey do not differ by state of aggregation. For a m vs gel
concentration plot of a bacteriophage dimer, the slope three bacteriophages were analyzed by use of SDS–

polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis, followed by stainingwould be greater than the slopes in Fig. 5 (Serwer, 1980).
By this reasoning, the single A2 hybrid particle also does with Coomassie blue. Each T7 protein has a T3 analog,

although some differences exist in the mobility of analo-not detectably differ in effective radius from the two A1
hybrid particles; it does, however, differ significantly in gous proteins. The T3 p17 (lane marked T3 in Fig. 6)

migrated 3.5% more rapidly than the T7 p17 (lane markedm0 from both of the A1 hybrid particles (Table 1). The
difference in m0 (more negative for the A1 hybrid) is oppo- T7 in Fig. 6). Apparently, the greater length of the T3 p17

did not compensate for some other (unknown) differencesite in sign to the difference that is predicted from the
difference in the net charge on amino acid side chains; that caused T3 p17 to migrate more rapidly than T7 p17.

Both A hybrids had a p17 that migrated like T3 p17; boththe A2 hybrid has one more negative charge per p17
(glutamic acid at position 262) than the A1 hybrid has B hybrids had a p17 that migrated like T7 p17 during

SDS–polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (lanes marked(glycine at position 262). Thus, the difference in m0 must
be caused by movement of electrically charged amino by hybrid names in Fig. 6). In confirmation of the qualita-
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mation of hybrids by in vivo recombination with a plasmid
requires construction of the plasmid-containing strain.
Formation of hybrids by in vivo recombination of whole
genomes yields inserts that are not restricted to a spe-
cific region of the genome. To achieve specificity, a DNA
donor fragment is sometimes inserted in a recipient ge-
nome in vitro. The procedure used here is of the latter
type. Although performed in vitro, the procedure used
here potentially achieves the following advantage of in
vivo recombination: formation of recombinants that differ
from each other in the amount of DNA inserted. If this
advantage is achieved, then viable inserts can be ob-
tained, even if most inserts are nonviable because of the
insertion of deleterious nucleotide sequences. If, as is
usually the case, the deleterious sequences are not
known in advance, the procedure presented here poten-
tially reduces the number of experiments that must be

FIG. 6. SDS–polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis. The bacteriophage performed in order to isolate hybrids. That is, the extract
indicated above each lane was subjected to SDS–polyacrylamide gel used for insertion of DNA fragments has the potential to
electrophoresis, followed by staining with Coomassie blue. The arrow perform the combinatorial work.
indicates the direction of electrophoresis; the arrowheads indicate the

To help determine whether the extract was performingorigins of electrophoresis.
combinatorial work during the formation of the hybrids
described here, the nucleotide sequence was deter-
mined for several independently isolated hybrids. For alltive conclusion drawn from inspection of Fig. 6, densitom-
of these hybrids, the inserted DNA was found to be trun-etry revealed that, in relation to p8 (the protein that con-
cated at both ends. The length of the inserted fragmentnects the T7 head to its tail), the amount of p17 in the
was between 50 and 817 nucleotides. Although T7 ac-hybrids was the same as the amount of p17 in either T7
tively recombines DNA during its infection of E. coli, noor T3 ({10%).
evidence exists for the occurrence of T7 site-specificTo compare directly the protein compositions of the
recombination (Roeder et al., 1979; Masker, 1992). As-particles that form each of the two A1 hybrid bands in
suming, therefore, that the hybrids were not formed byFig. 4, a preparative separation of these two particles
T7 site-specific recombination, then the following obser-was performed by agarose gel electrophoresis; most in-
vations indicate that the viable hybrid genomes detectedfectivity was lost for both particles during electrophore-
were accompanied by other hybrid genomes that weresis. After this separation, SDS–polyacrylamide gel elec-
nonviable: (1) The right end of all inserts was the same,trophoresis, followed by silver staining, was performed
even when restriction endonuclease-cut DNA was usedon the separated particles. The result was no significant
for in vitro recombination–packaging, in an attempt todifference in the amount of p17 between the particles
favor the formation of hybrids that had a right end closerthat had formed the origin-proximal band and the parti-
to the right of gene 17. (2) The left end of all inserts wascles that had formed the origin-distal band during agar-
to the right of the amber codon of T717 , even though theose gel electrophoresis (data not shown). For reasons
procedure used selected in favor of inserts that includenot known, internal proteins p14, p15, and p16 were lost
the amber codon. In analogy to results previously ob-(probably cleaved) for both particles during preparative
tained for a gene that encodes a component of the bacte-electrophoresis. The results for p17 indicate that a differ-
riophage T2 tail fiber (gene 36; Riede et al., 1985), appar-ence in the amount of p17 is not the cause of the differ-
ently a barrier exists to extending the insert either to theence in the m of the two A1 hybrid particles.
left or to the right of the insertion points of the two A
hybrids isolated here. In the case of the rightward exten-DISCUSSION
sion, a source of the barrier could be the loss of the
reading frame during protein synthesis beyond the pointBacteriophage hybrids have previously been con-

structed by in vivo recombination of either two whole of the first T7 nucleotide that does not have a T3 counter-
part (nucleotide 1423; see Fig. 3a). In the case of thegenomes in a mixed infection or a whole genome and a

plasmid-associated cloned gene in a single infection. leftward extension, a source of the barrier is not deduced
by inspection of the nucleotide sequence.These hybrids include T7-T3 hybrids in various combina-

tions (Yamagishi et al., 1985; see also Campbell et al., To help understand both the barrier to leftward exten-
sion of T3 inserts in T7 gene 17 and the phenotypes of1978). Hybrid formation of bacteriophage tail fiber genes

also occurs in the wild (Sandmeier, 1994). However, for- the A and B hybrids, the structure of the T7 tail fiber is
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